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Abstract
Distance well-defined graphs consist of connected undirected graphs,
strongly connected directed graphs and strongly connected mixed graphs.
Let G be a distance well-defined graph, and let D(G) be the distance
matrix of G. Graham, Hoffman and Hosoya [3] showed a very at-
tractive theorem, expressing the determinant of D(G) explicitly as a
function of blocks of G. In this paper, we study the inverse of D(G)
and get an analogous theory, expressing the inverse of D(G) through
the inverses of distance matrices of blocks of G (see Theorem 3.3)
by the theory of Laplacian expressible matrices which was first de-
fined by the first author [9]. A weighted cactoid digraph is a strongly
connected directed graph whose blocks are weighted directed cycles.
As an application of above theory, we give the determinant and the
inverse of the distance matrix of a weighted cactoid digraph, which
imply Graham and Pollak’s formula and the inverse of the distance
matrix of a tree.
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1 Introduction
Let G be a distance well-defined graph. We use V (G) and E(G) to denote
the vertex set and edge (arc) set of G respectively. The distance ∂G(u, v)
from vertex u to vertex v in G is the length (number of (directed) edges) of
the shortest (directed) path from u to v in G. The distance matrix D(G)
of G is a |V (G)| × |V (G)| square matrix whose (u, v)-entry is the distance
∂G(u, v), that is D(G) = (∂G(u, v))u,v∈V (G). A cut vertex of G is a vertex
whose deletion results in a disconnected graph. A block of G is a distance
well-defined subgraph on at least two vertices such that it has no cut vertices
and is maximal with respect to this property.
Let j be an appropriate size column vector whose entries are ones, let
0 be an appropriate size matrix whose entries are zeroes, and let I be the
identity matrix with an appropriate size. For any matrix M and any column
vector α, we use MT and αT to denote their transposes, respectively.
A square matrix L is called a Laplacian-like matrix if Lj = 0 and jTL = 0.
This definition was first defined by the first author [9] to generalize the Lapla-
cian matrix of an undirected graph. To study the inverse of the distance ma-
trix of a distance well-defined graph, the first author [9] gave the definition of
Laplacian expressible matrices. A square matrix D is left (or right) Laplacian
expressible if there exist a number λ, a column vector β with βT j = 1, and a
square matrix L such that
Lj = 0, βTD = λjT and LD + I = βjT
(or jTL = 0, Dβ = λj and DL+ I = jβT ).
If the number λ 6= 0, then the Laplacian expressible matrix D is invertible
with D−1 = −L + 1
λ
ββT (see Lemma 2.1) and the matrix L is Laplacian-
like (see Lemma 2.2), which means the inverse D−1 is expressed as the sum
of a Laplacian-like matrix and a rank one matrix. This is why “Laplacian
expressible” comes. The main theory of [9] shows that if the distance matrix
of each block of a graph is left (or right) Laplacian expressible, then the
distance matrix of the graph is also left (or right) Laplacian expressible. This
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theory is very helpful for us to calculate the inverse of the distance matrix of
a graph whose blocks correspond to Laplacian expressible matrices.
In this paper, we investigate the inverse of the distance matrix of a graph
further and give a generalization of the Laplacian expressible theory in [9].
We give the following crucial definition (see also Definition 2.3). A square
matrix D is modified left (or right) Laplacian expressible if there exist a
number λ, column vectors α and β, and a square matrix L such that
αT j = 1, Lj = 0, αTD = λjT and LD + I = βjT
(or jTβ = 1, jTL = 0, Dβ = λj and DL+ I = jαT ).
By definition, we know the Laplacian expressible matrix is a special case
of the modified Laplacian expressible matrix (when α = β). Let D be a
modified left (or right) Laplacian expressible matrix as above. Suppose λ 6= 0
and jTβ = 1 (or αT j = 1), then by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the matrix D is
invertible, L is Laplacian-like, and the inverse D−1 = −L+ 1
λ
βαT is expressed
as the sum of a Laplacian-like matrix and a rank one matrix.
If the distance matrices of blocks of a graph G are modified left (or right)
Laplacian expressible, then we get the distance matrix of G is also modi-
fied left (or right) Laplacian expressible (see Theorem 3.3). So this modified
Laplacian expressible property of a graph can retain from its blocks. This
is helpful for us to calculate the inverse of the distance matrix of a graph
whose blocks have modified Laplacian expressible distance matrices. This
theory generalizes results in [9], which first used Laplacian expressible matri-
ces and got the inverses of distance matrices of the following graphs: trees,
weighted trees, block graphs, odd-cycle-clique graphs, bi-block graphs, cac-
toid digraphs and complete multipartite graphs under some condition, etc
(references are therein). But our theory can do more, such as arc weighted
trees [2, 8], mixed block graphs [7], weighted cactoid digraphs (see Theo-
rem 4.3), etc. Theorem 4.3 implies the corresponding results of weighted
trees [2, 8] and cactoid digraphs [6]. For each of the above graphs, the in-
verse of its distance matrix can be expressed as the sum of a Laplacian-like
matrix and a rank one matrix.
2 The modified Laplacian expressible matrix
First, we give a formula on the inverse of a square matrix.
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Lemma 2.1 Let D be an n× n matrix. Let λ be an nonzero number, let α
and β be n× 1 column vectors, and let L be an n× n matrix. If either
1. αTD = λjT and LD + I = βjT , or
2. Dβ = λj and DL+ I = jαT ,
then D is invertible and D−1 = −L+ 1
λ
βαT .
Proof. The proofs of the two cases are similar, so we only give the proof
of the first case. Suppose αTD = λjT and LD+I = βjT . Then βαTD = λβjT
and βjT = 1
λ
βαTD. So LD + I = 1
λ
βαTD and (−L + 1
λ
βαT )D = I. Thus
D−1 = −L+ 1
λ
βαT . 
Now we give some sufficient conditions for a square matrix L to be a
Laplacian-like matrix.
Lemma 2.2 Let D be an n × n invertible matrix. Let λ be an nonzero
number, let α and β be n × 1 column vectors, and let L = −D−1 + 1
λ
βαT .
Then L is a Laplacian-like matrix if one of the following conditions holds:
1. αTD = λjT , jTβ = 1 and Lj = 0,
2. Dβ = λj, αT j = 1 and jTL = 0,
3. αTD = λjT , Dβ = λj and jTβ = αT j = 1.
Proof. The proofs are similar, so we only give the proof of the second
case. Since Dβ = λj, we have D−1j = 1
λ
β. Thus Lj = −D−1j + 1
λ
βαT j =
− 1
λ
β + 1
λ
β = 0. Hence L is a Laplacian-like matrix. 
For ease of reference, we repeat the following definition.
Definition 2.3 (Modified Laplacian expressible matrix) Let D be an
n× n matrix. Let λ be a number, let α and β be n× 1 column vectors, and
let L be an n× n matrix. If
αT j = 1, Lj = 0, αTD = λjT and LD + I = βjT ,
then we call D a modified left Laplacian expressible matrix, or
a left LapExp∗(λ, α, β, L) matrix
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to specify the corresponding parameters λ, α, β, L. If
jTβ = 1, jTL = 0, Dβ = λj and DL+ I = jαT ,
then we call D a modified right Laplacian expressible matrix, or
a right LapExp∗(λ, α, β, L) matrix
to specify the corresponding parameters λ, α, β, L. The matrix D is called a
modified Laplacian expressible matrix, if either D is a modified left Laplacian
expressible matrix, or D is a modified right Laplacian expressible matrix.
Remark 2.4 The above Definition 2.3 is also suitable and the above lemmas
in this section are also true if λ and the entries of vectors and matrices are
taken from a commutative ring with identity. In this case, the condition
“λ 6= 0” should be changed to “λ is invertible”.
Let D be a left (or right) LapExp∗(λ, α, β, L) matrix, and suppose λ 6= 0.
Then by Lemma 2.1, the matrix D is invertible and D−1 = −L + 1
λ
βαT . If
we assume jTβ = 1 (or αT j = 1) additionally, then by Lemma 2.2, the matrix
L is a Laplacian-like matrix, and so the inverse matrix D−1 can be expressed
as the sum of a Laplacian-like matrix and a rank one matrix. This is why
we call the matrix D a modified Laplacian expressible matrix.
3 Inverse of the generalized distance matrix
Definition 3.1 (Generalized distance matrix) Let G be a distance well-
defined graph. A generalized distance matrix D of G is a |V (G)| × |V (G)|
matrix (Duv)u,v∈V (G) whose entries are taken from a commutative ring with
identity and satisfy the following conditions:
1. Duu = 0 for all u ∈ V (G), and
2. if u and v are two vertices of G such that every shortest (directed) path
from u to v passes through the cut-vertex x, then Duv = Dux +Dxv.
Let G be a distance well-defined graph with n vertices. The distance
matrix of G is actually a generalized distance matrix. Let G1, G2, . . . , Gr be
all the blocks of G where r > 1. For each 1 6 i 6 r, let ni > 2 be the number
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of vertices of Gi. We call (G
n;Gn11 , G
n2
2 , . . . , G
nr
r ) the structure parameters of
G. Note that
n− 1 =
r∑
i=1
(ni − 1).
An n-bag is a tuple (A, λ, α, β, L) consisting of n × n matrices A and L, a
number λ and n×1 column vectors α and β. An n-bag (A, λ, α, β, L) is called
a left (or right) LapExp∗ n-bag if A is a left (or right) LapExp∗(λ, α, β, L)
matrix. Let M be an n × n matrix whose rows and columns are indexed
by vertices of G, and let H be a subgraph of G. We use sub(M ;G,H) to
denote the submatrix of M whose rows and columns are corresponding to
the vertices of H . Let v be a vertex of G. The block index set BIG(v) of v is
the set of all indices k, 1 6 k 6 r, satisfying that v is a vertex of the block
Gk. The block index of v is the cardinality biG(v) = #BIG(v). The block
index of G is bi(G) =
∑
v∈V (G)
(biG(v)− 1). By Lemma 4.2 in [9], we have
bi(G) = r − 1. (1)
So
n+ bi(G) =
r∑
i=1
ni.
Definition 3.2 (Composition bag) Let G be a distance well-defined graph
with structure parameters (Gn;Gn11 , G
n2
2 , . . . , G
nr
r ). Let D be a generalized
distance matrix of G. For each 1 6 i 6 r, let Di = sub(D;G,Gi) and let Bi =
(Di, λi, αi, βi, Li) be an ni-bag. The composition bag of bags B1, B2, . . . , Br is
an n-bag (D, λ, α, β, L) whose parameters are defined as follows:
λ =
r∑
i=1
λi,
αv =
∑
i∈BIG(v)
(αi)v − biG(v) + 1,
βv =
∑
i∈BIG(v)
(βi)v − biG(v) + 1,
L =
r∑
i=1
Lˆi,
where
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1. for any vertex v of G, the entry of α corresponding to v is αv and the
entry of β corresponding to v is βv, and
2. for each 1 6 i 6 r, Lˆi is an n × n matrix such that the entry of Lˆi
corresponding to vertices u and v of G is
(Lˆi)uv =
{
(Li)uv, if u, v ∈ V (Gi),
0, otherwise.
Note that in the above definition, for any vertex v of G, we can write
αv − 1 =
∑
i∈BIG(v)
(
(αi)v − 1
)
,
βv − 1 =
∑
i∈BIG(v)
(
(βi)v − 1
)
;
this means αv (or βv) depends only on entries (αi)v
(
or (βi)v
)
with i ∈ BIG(v).
In general, we get the following theorem on the generalized distance ma-
trix of a distance well-defined graph whose blocks are corresponding to (left
or right) LapExp∗ bags.
Theorem 3.3 Let G be a distance well-defined graph with structure param-
eters (Gn;Gn11 , G
n2
2 , . . . , G
nr
r ). Let D be a generalized distance matrix of G.
For each 1 6 i 6 r, let Di = sub(D;G,Gi) and let Bi = (Di, λi, αi, βi, Li) be
a left (or right) LapExp∗ ni-bag. Let B = (D, λ, α, β, L) be the composition
bag of bags B1, B2, . . . , Br. Then
αT j = 1, Lj = 0, αTD = λjT and LD + I = βjT
(or jTβ = 1, jTL = 0, Dβ = λj and DL+ I = jαT ).
As a consequence, B = (D, λ, α, β, L) is a left (or right) LapExp∗ n-bag.
Furthermore, if λ is invertible, then D is invertible and D−1 = −L+ 1
λ
βαT .
Proof. The proofs of left and right cases are similar. Here we only give
the proof of the left case. For each 1 6 i 6 r, the bag Bi = (Di, λi, αi, βi, Li)
is a left LapExp∗ ni-bag, i.e.
αTi j = 1, Lij = 0, α
T
i Di = λij
T and LiDi + I = βij
T .
By counting in two ways, we have
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r =
r∑
i=1
αTi j =
r∑
i=1
∑
v∈V (Gi)
(αi)v =
∑
v∈V (G)
∑
i∈BIG(v)
(αi)v.
Then by Equation (1), we get
αT j =
∑
v∈V (G)
αv =
∑
v∈V (G)

 ∑
i∈BIG(v)
(αi)v − biG(v) + 1


=
∑
v∈V (G)
∑
i∈BIG(v)
(αi)v −
∑
v∈V (G)
(
biG(v)− 1
)
= r − bi(G) = 1.
For each 1 6 i 6 r, since Lij = 0, we get Lˆij = 0. By definition, we have
Lj =
r∑
i=1
Lˆij = 0.
We will prove αTD = λjT by induction on the block number r. The
case r = 1 is clear. Now let r > 2. Without loss of generality, we may
assume H = Gr is a leaf block of G with separating vertex x0. Let BH =
(DH , λH , αH , βH , LH) = Br. Then α
T
Hj = 1 and α
T
HDH = λHj
T . Let F = G−
(H−x0). Then the blocks of F are G1, G2, . . . , Gr−1. Let DF = sub(D;G,F ).
Then DF is a generalized distance matrix of F , and Di = sub(DF ;F,Gi) for
1 6 i 6 r − 1. Let BF = (DF , λF , αF , βF , LF ) be the composition bag
of B1, . . . , Br−1. Then α
T
F j = 1 by the first paragraph of this proof, and
αTFDF = λF j
T by the induction hypothesis.
Assume the vertex set of F and H are V (F ) = {x0, x1, x2, . . . , xp} and
V (H) = {x0, xp+1, xp+2, . . . , xp+q}, respectively. Then the vertex set of G is
V (G) = {x0, x1, x2, . . . , xp, xp+1, . . . , xp+q}. The matrices DF = (duv)u,v∈V (F )
and DH = (duv)u,v∈V (H) are generalized distance matrices of F and H , re-
spectively. We can write them in the following form
DF =


0 a1 · · · ap
c1
...
cp
DF,x0

 =
(
0 aT
c DF,x0
)
,
DH =


0 b1 · · · bq
d1
...
dq
DH,x0

 =
(
0 bT
d DH,x0
)
,
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where aT = [a1, · · · , ap], b
T = [b1, · · · , bq], c
T = [c1, · · · , cp], d
T = [d1, · · · , dq],
DF,x0 = (dxixj)16i,j6p and DH,x0 = (dxp+ixp+j)16i,j6q. Then by the definition
of the generalized distance matrix, we have
D =

 0 aT bTc DF,x0 M
d N DH,x0

 ,
where M = (mij)p×q with mij = ci + bj for 1 6 i 6 p and 1 6 j 6 q,
and N = (nst)q×p with nst = ds + at for 1 6 s 6 q and 1 6 t 6 p. Then
M = cjT + jbT and N = djT + jaT . Note that
BIG(x0) = BIF (x0) ∪ BIH(x0);
BIG(xi) = BIF (xi), for 1 6 i 6 p;
BIG(xp+j) = BIH(xp+j), for 1 6 j 6 q.
Then
αx0 = (αF )x0 + (αH)x0 − 1; βx0 = (βF )x0 + (βH)x0 − 1;
αxi = (αF )xi , βxi = (βF )xi, for 1 6 i 6 p;
αxp+j = (αH)xp+j , βxp+j = (βH)xp+j , for 1 6 j 6 q.
Let
αˆTF = [αx1, αx2 , · · · , αxp], βˆ
T
F = [βx1, βx2, · · · , βxp],
αˆTH = [αxp+1, αxp+2, · · · , αxp+q ], βˆ
T
H = [βxp+1, βxp+2, · · · , βxp+q ].
So we can write
αT = [αx0, αˆ
T
F , αˆ
T
H ], β
T = [βx0, βˆ
T
F , βˆ
T
H ],
αTF = [(αF )x0, αˆ
T
F ], β
T
F = [(βF )x0, βˆ
T
F ],
αTH = [(αH)x0 , αˆ
T
H ], β
T
H = [(βH)x0, βˆ
T
H ].
Let γT = αTD. For the entry corresponding to the vertex x0,
γx0 = α
TD[·|x0] = αˆ
T
F c+ αˆ
T
Hd
= αTFDF [·|x0] + α
T
HDH [·|x0]
= (αTFDF )[·|x0] + (α
T
HDH)[·|x0]
= λF + λH = λ.
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Let v be a vertex of F − x0. Then N [·|v] = d+ avj and
γv = α
TD[·|v]
= αx0av + αˆ
T
FDF,x0[·|v] + αˆ
T
HN [·|v]
= αx0av + α
T
FDF [·|v]− (αF )x0av + α
T
HDH [·|x0] + avαˆ
T
Hj
= av[αx0 − (αF )x0 + 1− (αH)x0] + (α
T
FDF )[·|v] + (α
T
HDH)[·|x0]
= λF + λH = λ.
Let w be a vertex of H−x0. A similar argument gives γw = λ. Now we have
M [·|w] = c+ bwj. Then
γw = α
TD[·|w]
= αx0bw + αˆ
T
FM [·|w] + αˆ
T
HDH,x0[·|w]
= αx0bw + α
T
FDF [·|x0] + bwαˆ
T
F j+ α
T
HDH [·|w]− (αH)x0bw
= bw[αx0 + 1− (αF )x0 − (αH)x0] + (α
T
FDF )[·|x0] + (α
T
HDH)[·|w]
= λF + λH = λ.
By the above calculation, we have γT = λjT .
At the end of this proof, we will prove LD+ I = βjT by induction on the
block number r. The case r = 1 is clear. Now let r > 2, and we use notation
as above. Then LHj = 0 and LHDH + I = βHj
T . For the subgraph F , we
have LF j = 0 by the first paragraph of this proof, and LFDF + I = βF j
T by
the induction hypothesis. The matrices LF and LH can be written as
LF =


ϕ f1 · · · fp
h1
...
hp
LF,x0

 =
(
ϕ fT
h LF,x0
)
,
LH =


τ g1 · · · gq
k1
...
kq
LH,x0

 =
(
τ gT
k LH,x0
)
,
where fT = [f1, · · · , fp], g
T = [g1, · · · , gq], h
T = [h1, · · · , hp] and k
T =
[k1, · · · , kq]. Then by the definition of L, we have
L =

 pi fT gTh LF,x0 Q
k QT LH,x0

 ,
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where pi = ϕ+ τ , and Qp×q = 0. Assume
LFDF + I =
(
B11 B12
B21 B22
)
,
LHDH + I =
(
C11 C12
C21 C22
)
,
LD + I =

 A11 A12 A13A21 A22 A23
A31 A32 A33

 .
Now we calculate the entries of LD + I. For the entries of the row
corresponding to the vertex x0, we have
A11 = f
T c+ gTd+ 1
= B11 − 1 + C11 − 1 + 1
= (βF )x0 + (βH)x0 − 1 = βx0,
A12 = pia
T + fTDF,x0 + g
TN
= piaT +B12 − ϕa
T + gTdjT + gT jaT
= piaT +B12 − ϕa
T + (C11 − 1)j
T − τaT
= [pi − ϕ− τ ]aT + (βF )x0j
T + ((βH)x0 − 1)j
T
= [(βF )x0 + (βH)x0 − 1]j
T = βx0j
T ,
A13 = pib
T + fTM + gTDH,x0
= pibT + fT cjT + fT jbT + C12 − τb
T
= pibT + (B11 − 1)j
T − ϕbT + C12 − τb
T
= pibT + ((βF )x0 − 1)j
T − ϕbT + (βH)x0j
T − τbT
= [pi − ϕ− τ ]bT + [(βF )x0 + (βH)x0 − 1]j
T
= βx0j
T .
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For the entries of the rows corresponding to the vertices of F − x0, we have
A21 = LF,x0c = B21 = βˆF ,
A22 = ha
T + LF,x0DF,x0 + I = B22 = βˆF j
T ,
A23 = hb
T + LF,x0M
= hbT + LF,x0cj
T + LF,x0jb
T
= hbT +B21j
T − hbT
= βˆF j
T .
For the entries of the rows corresponding to the vertices of H − x0, we have
A31 = LH,x0d = C21 = βˆH ,
A32 = ka
T + LH,x0N
= kaT + LH,x0dj
T + LH,x0ja
T
= kaT + C21j
T − kaT
= βˆHj
T ,
A33 = kb
T + LH,x0DH,x0 + I = C22 = βˆHj
T .
So we get that LD + I = βjT . 
Remark 3.4 When αi = βi for each 1 6 i 6 r, the above theorem implies
results in [9]. So all the graphs there can be dealt with by the above theorem.
Besides, we give new applications of the above theorem to weighted cactoid
digraphs in the following section.
Remark 3.5 In Theorem 3.3, for some index 1 6 i 6 r, the case λi is
not invertible may happen while λ is invertible. This means the matrix D is
invertible doesn’t depend on whether each Di is invertible or not, but on the
sum
r∑
i=1
λi is invertible.
4 The weighted cactoid digraph
An edge with a direction is called an arc. A directed path is a sequence of
arcs with the same direction which is from each vertex to its successor in
the sequence. A directed cycle is a directed path with its starting vertex and
ending vertex coincide with each other. Each path (or cycle) in an undirected
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graph corresponds to two directed paths (or directed cycles) with opposite
directions. Note that a directed cycle can have length two, but the minimum
length of a cycle is three. A cactoid digraph is a strongly connected directed
graph whose blocks are directed cycles. The inverse of the distance matrix
of a cactoid digraph was studied in [6]. Here we study the weighted cactoid
digraph which is a strongly connected directed graph with each of its block a
weighted directed cycle. The weighted directed cycle wCn is defined below.
Let Z be the ring of integers. Let n > 2, and let Zn be the ring of integers
modulo n. Let φ be the natural map from Z to Zn, and let
X = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} ⊆ Z.
Then Zn = φ(X) = {φ(0), φ(1), . . . , φ(n − 1)}. Let C. n be a directed cycle
with vertex set V (C. n) = Zn and arc set E(C. n) = {(φ(i), φ(i+ 1)) | i ∈ X}.
So for any i ∈ X and k ∈ Z, the vertex φ(i+ kn) coincides with φ(i). Then
the distance matrix of C. n is
D(C. n) = (∂φ(i),φ(j))i,j∈X = P + 2P
2 + · · ·+ (n− 1)P n−1
=


0 1 2 · · · n− 2 n− 1
n− 1 0 1 · · · n− 3 n− 2
n− 2 n− 1 0 · · · n− 4 n− 3
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
2 3 4 · · · 0 1
1 2 3 · · · n− 1 0


,
where P = (pφ(i),φ(j))i,j∈X is the cyclic permutation matrix whose nonzero
entries are pφ(i),φ(i+1) = 1 (i ∈ X). Notice that the distance satisfying
∂φ(i),φ(j) ∈ X and ∂φ(i),φ(j) ≡ j − i (mod n) for i, j ∈ X.
Let R be a commutative ring with identity. We use 1
r
to denote the
multiplicative inverse of an invertible element r ∈ R. The weighted directed
cycle wCn is obtained from C. n by giving each arc (φ(i), φ(i + 1)) a weight
wi ∈ R, where i ∈ X . Then the distance matrix of wCn is D(wCn) =
(dφ(i),φ(j))i,j∈X , where
dφ(i),φ(j) =


0, if i = j;
∂φ(i),φ(j)−1∑
k=0
wφ(i+k), if i 6= j.
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Let
w =
n−1∑
i=0
wφ(i), (2)
w(2) =
∑
06i<j6n−1
wφ(i)wφ(j). (3)
We call w and w(2) the first weight and the second weight of wCn, respectively.
Let A = (aij) be an n× n matrix. We denote its determinant by det(A)
and A(i|j) the submatrix obtained from A by deleting the i-th row and j-th
column. The cofactor of the entry aij is (−1)
i+j det(A(i|j)). The cofactor
cof(A) of A is defined as the sum of cofactors of the entries of A, i.e. cof(A) =
n∑
i,j=1
(−1)i+j det(A(i|j)). We denote the adjoint matrix of A by adj(A) =
(bij)n×n, i.e. bji = (−1)
i+j det(A(i|j)). By the definitions, we have cof(A) =
jTadj(A)j. If A is invertible, then A−1 =
adj(A)
det(A)
, and so we have
cof(A) = det(A)jTA−1j. (4)
Lemma 4.1 We use the above notation, and let W = D(wCn). Suppose the
first weight w is invertible, and let
λ =
w(2)
w
,
α =
1
w
[wφ(n−1), wφ(0), . . . , wφ(n−2)]
T ,
β =
1
w
[wφ(0), wφ(1), . . . , wφ(n−1)]
T ,
L =
1
w
(I − P ).
Then
1. αT j = 1, Lj = 0, αTW = λjT and LW + I = βjT ; and
2. jTβ = 1, jTL = 0, Wβ = λj and WL+ I = jαT .
Proof. The proofs of the two results are similar, so we only give the proof
of the first one, i.e. we will show
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αT j = 1, Lj = 0, αTW = λjT and LW + I = βjT .
The conditions αT j = 1 and Lj = 0 are obvious. Now we show αTW = λjT .
Let Wφ(0),Wφ(1), . . . ,Wφ(n−1) be all the column vectors of W , i.e.
W = [Wφ(0),Wφ(1), . . . ,Wφ(n−1)].
For j ∈ X , we have
wαTWφ(j) =
n−1∑
i=0
wφ(i)dφ(i+1),φ(j)
=
j−2∑
i=0
wφ(i)dφ(i+1),φ(j) +
n−1∑
i=j
wφ(i)dφ(i+1),φ(j)
=
j−2∑
i=0
wφ(i)
j−1∑
k=i+1
wφ(k) +
n−1∑
i=j
wφ(i)
n+j−1∑
k=i+1
wφ(k)
=
j−2∑
i=0
wφ(i)
j−1∑
k=i+1
wφ(k) +
n−1∑
i=j
wφ(i)
(
n−1∑
k=i+1
wφ(k) +
n+j−1∑
k=n
wφ(k)
)
=
j−1∑
i=0
wφ(i)
j−1∑
k=i+1
wφ(k) +
j−1∑
i=0
wφ(i)
n−1∑
k=j
wφ(k) +
n−1∑
i=j
wφ(i)
n−1∑
k=i+1
wφ(k)
=
j−1∑
i=0
wφ(i)
n−1∑
k=i+1
wφ(k) +
n−1∑
i=j
wφ(i)
n−1∑
k=i+1
wφ(k)
=
n−1∑
i=0
wφ(i)
n−1∑
k=i+1
wφ(k)
= w(2).
Hence we have αTW = λjT .
At last we calculate Y = LW + I = (yφ(i),φ(j))i,j∈X. Let i, j ∈ X with
i 6= j. Then
wyφ(i),φ(i) = dφ(i),φ(i) − dφ(i+1),φ(i) + w
= w − dφ(i+1),φ(i) = dφ(i),φ(i+1) = wφ(i),
wyφ(i),φ(j) = dφ(i),φ(j) − dφ(i+1),φ(j) = wφ(i)
This means wY = wβjT . So we have LW + I = βjT . 
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Lemma 4.2 We use the above notation, and let W = D(wCn). Suppose the
first weight w is invertible. Then the determinant of W is
det(W ) = (−1)n−1wn−2w(2). (5)
Proof. By elementary determinant evaluations, we get the following ma-
trices X1 = W , X2, X3 =
(
1 jT
0 X2
)
, X4 and X5. For 1 6 i 6 5, we use
Ri(j) to denote the j-th row of Xi and Ci(j) to denote the j-th column of
Xi. The following are the elementary operations.
1. X2 is obtained from X1 by the following orerations:
R2(1) = R1(1)−R1(2),
R2(2) = R1(2)−R1(3),
· · ·
R2(n− 1) = R1(n− 1)−R1(n),
R2(n) = R1(n).
2. X4 is obtained from X3 by the following orerations:
R4(1) = R3(1),
R4(2) = R3(2)− wφ(0)R3(1),
R4(3) = R3(3)− wφ(1)R3(1),
· · ·
R4(n) = R3(n)− wφ(n−2)R3(1),
R4(n+ 1) = R3(n+ 1).
3. X5 is obtained from X4 by the following orerations:
C5(1) = C4(1)−
n−2∑
i=0
wφ(i)
w
C4(i+ 2),
C5(i) = C4(i), for 2 6 i 6 n+ 1.
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X1 =


0 dφ(0),φ(1) dφ(0),φ(2) · · · dφ(0),φ(n−2) dφ(0),φ(n−1)
dφ(1),φ(0) 0 dφ(1),φ(2) · · · dφ(1),φ(n−2) dφ(1),φ(n−1)
dφ(2),φ(0) dφ(2),φ(1) 0 · · · dφ(2),φ(n−2) dφ(2),φ(n−1)
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
dφ(n−2),φ(0) dφ(n−2),φ(1) dφ(n−2),φ(2) · · · 0 dφ(n−2),φ(n−1)
dφ(n−1),φ(0) dφ(n−1),φ(1) dφ(n−1),φ(2) · · · dφ(n−1),φ(n−2) 0


,
X2 =


wφ(0) − w wφ(0) wφ(0) · · · wφ(0) wφ(0)
wφ(1) wφ(1) − w wφ(1) · · · wφ(1) wφ(1)
wφ(2) wφ(2) wφ(2) − w · · · wφ(2) wφ(2)
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
wφ(n−2) wφ(n−2) wφ(n−2) · · · wφ(n−2) − w wφ(n−2)
dφ(n−1),φ(0) dφ(n−1),φ(1) dφ(n−1),φ(2) · · · dφ(n−1),φ(n−2) 0


,
X4 =


1 1 1 1 · · · 1 1
−wφ(0) −w 0 0 · · · 0 0
−wφ(1) 0 −w 0 · · · 0 0
−wφ(2) 0 0 −w · · · 0 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
−wφ(n−2) 0 0 0 · · · −w 0
0 dφ(n−1),φ(0) dφ(n−1),φ(1) dφ(n−1),φ(2) · · · dφ(n−1),φ(n−2) 0


,
X5 =


a 1 1 1 · · · 1 1
0 −w 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 −w 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 0 −w · · · 0 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 0 · · · −w 0
b dφ(n−1),φ(0) dφ(n−1),φ(1) dφ(n−1),φ(2) · · · dφ(n−1),φ(n−2) 0


.
In matrix X5, the parameters
a = 1−
n−2∑
i=0
wφ(i)
w
=
wφ(n−1)
w
,
b = −
n−2∑
i=0
dφ(n−1),φ(i)wφ(i)
w
= −R1(n)β.
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By Lemma 4.1, we have wX1β = w
(2)j. Then for 1 6 j 6 n, we get
wR1(j)β = w
(2). So −wb = w(2). Hence, det(W ) = det(X2) = det(X3) =
det(X4) = det(X5) = −b(−w)
n−1 = (−1)n−1wn−2w(2). Note that, when the
ring R is the real numbers, the formula of the determinant det(W ) is still
true even if the first weight w is not invertible. 
By Lemma 4.1, the distance matrixW = D(wCn) of the weighted directed
cycle wCn is a left and right LapExp
∗(λ, α, β, L) matrix, where λ, α, β and L
are defined in Lemma 4.1. So the bag B = (W,λ, α, β, L) is a left and right
LapExp∗ n-bag. The bag B is called the natural bag of the weighted directed
cycle wCn. Suppose the first weight w is invertible, then the determinant
det(W ) = (−1)n−1wn−2w(2) by Lemma 4.2. If we assume the second weight
w(2) is invertible additionally, then λ is invertible and by Lemmas 2.1 and
2.2, W is invertible,
W−1 = −L+ 1
λ
βαT = −L+ w
w(2)
βαT ,
and L is a Laplacian-like matrix. By Equation (4), we have
cof(W ) = det(W )jTW−1j =
1
λ
det(W ) = (−1)n−1wn−1. (6)
As an application of Theorem 3.3, we get the LapExp∗ property of the
distance matrix of the weighted cactoid digraph.
Theorem 4.3 Let G be a weighted cactoid digraph with structure parameters
(Gn;Gn11 , G
n2
2 , . . . , G
nr
r ). For each 1 6 i 6 r, suppose the first weight wi of
the weighted directed cycle Gi is invertible, and let Bi = (Wi, λi, αi, βi, Li)
be the natural bag of Gi. Let B = (Wc, λ, α, β, L) be the composition bag of
natural bags B1, B2, . . . , Br, where Wc is the distance matrix of G. Then B is
a left and right LapExp∗ bag, and L is a Laplacian-like matrix . Furthermore,
if λ =
r∑
i=1
λi is invertible, then Wc is invertible and W
−1
c = −L+
1
λ
βαT .
Graham, Hoffman and Hosoya [3] showed a very attractive theorem, ex-
pressing the determinant of the distance matrix of a distance well-defined
graph explicitly as a function of its blocks. Applying their result to the
weighted cactoid digraph in Theorem 4.3 and using Equations (5) and (6),
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we have
cof(Wc) =
r∏
i=1
cof(Wi) =
r∏
i=1
(−1)ni−1wni−1i = (−1)
n−1
r∏
i=1
wni−1i , (7)
det(Wc) =
r∑
i=1
det(Wi)
r∏
j=1,j 6=i
cof(Wj) = cof(Wc)
r∑
i=1
det(Wi)
cof(Wi)
= cof(Wc)
r∑
i=1
λi = λcof(Wc) = (−1)
n−1λ
r∏
i=1
wni−1i . (8)
If we take each edge as a directed cycle of length two with each arc weight
one, then Equation (8) implies Graham and Pollak’s formula [5]
det(D(Tn)) = (−1)
n−12n−2(n− 1),
and Theorem 4.3 implies the inverse of D(Tn) [1, 4], where D(Tn) is the
distance matrix of the tree Tn on n vertices.
Since wi is invertible for each 1 6 i 6 r, the distance matrix Wc is invert-
ible if and only if λ is invertible by Equation (8). The above Theorem 4.3
implies part of the results in [2, 6, 8].
5 Classes of distance well-defined graphs
Recall that a graph is distance well-defined if it is a connected undirected
graph, a strongly connected directed graph or a strongly connected mixed
graph. So the distance matrix of a distance well-defined graph is well-defined.
Here we define several classes of distance well-defined graphs.
A distance well-defined graph G is called distance invertible, if the dis-
tance matrix D(G) is invertible. Let DMI be the set of distance invertible
graphs. A distance well-defined graph G is modified left (or right) Laplacian
expressible, if the distance matrix D(G) is a left (or right) LapExp∗(λ, α, β, L)
matrix with λ 6= 0 and jTβ = 1 (or αT j = 1). A distance well-defined graph
G is modified Laplacian expressible, if either it is a modified left Laplacian
expressible graph or it is a modified right Laplacian expressible graph. Let
LapExp∗(L) be the set of modified left Laplacian expressible graphs. Let
LapExp∗(R) be the set of modified right Laplacian expressible graphs. Let
LapExp∗ be the set of modified Laplacian expressible graphs. The relations
between these classes of distance well-defined graphs are as follows,
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LapExp∗(L) ∪ LapExp∗(R) = LapExp∗ ⊆ DMI.
Let r > 2 and ni > 2 for each 1 6 i 6 r. Let G be the complete
multipartite graph Kn1,n2,...,nr . If we suppose
#{i | ni = 2, 1 6 i 6 r} 6 1,
then the distance matrix D(G) is invertible by Corollary 2.5 in [9]; further-
more, by the discussion on page 22 in [9], we know that the distance matrix
D(G) is Laplacian expressible. So we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 Let r > 2 and ni > 2 for each 1 6 i 6 r. Let G be the complete
multipartite graph Kn1,n2,...,nr . If G ∈ DMI, then G ∈ LapExp
∗.
Hence the following question is interesting.
Question 5.2 Is there a distance well-defined graph G ∈ DMI \ LapExp∗?
Let LapExp∗ = LapExp
∗(L) ∩ LapExp∗(R). By examples in [7, 9] and
Section 4, we get that LapExp∗ 6= ∅ and the following graphs are in LapExp∗:
the complete graph Km where m > 2, the odd cycle C2k+1 where k > 1, the
directed cycle dCt where t > 2, the complete multipartite graph Kn1,n2,...,nr
where r > 2, ni > 2 for each 1 6 i 6 r and #{i | ni = 2, 1 6 i 6 r} 6 1,
the mixed complete graph mKs where s > 3, and the weighted directed
cycle wCn where n > 2 and the weights satisfying λ =
w(2)
w
is invertible (see
Lemma 4.1). By Remark 3.5, we have the following result.
Corollary 5.3 Let G be a distance well-defined graph with structure param-
eters (Gn;Gn11 , G
n2
2 , . . . , G
nr
r ). Suppose for each 1 6 i 6 r, the block Gi is
one of the following graphs: the complete graph Km where m > 2, the odd
cycle C2k+1 where k > 1, the directed cycle dCt where t > 2, the complete
multipartite graph Kn1,n2,...,nr where r > 2 and ni > 2 for each 1 6 i 6 r,
the mixed complete graph mKs where s > 3, and the weighted directed cycle
wCn where n > 2. Then the distance matrix of each Gi is a left and right
LapExp∗(λi, αi, βi, Li) matrix (may not invertible). We suppose λ =
r∑
i=1
λi is
invertible. Then G ∈ LapExp∗.
Corollary 5.3 implies many known results. We want to find more examples
of graphs in LapExp∗. So the following questions are interesting.
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Question 5.4 Is there a distance well-defined graph G satisfying either G ∈
LapExp∗(R) \ LapExp∗(L), or G ∈ LapExp∗(L) \ LapExp∗(R)?
Question 5.5 How to characterize graphs in LapExp∗, LapExp
∗(L), LapExp∗(R),
or LapExp∗?
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